Reinventing
the beautiful game

Linemark Global brings innovation to the linemarking of

sports fields, blending award-winning quality, total convenience
and cost effectiveness.

Revolutionary advances offered by our Impact system enable the marking out of an entire
football pitch from just one litre of ready-to-use paint. This achievement has been recognised
with The Queen’s Award for Enterprise: Innovation – the highest oﬃcial accolade available to
a British company.
We are now the partners of choice for the majority of
the English Premier League and many of the clubs in
the German Bundesliga and the Spanish La Liga and
would be pleased to provide references.
Our systems are not only used for football – also hockey,
rugby, tennis and athletics to name a few. Our products
were widely deployed at the London Olympics and it
was our paint that marked out the pitch for the 2015
Champions League final at the Olympiastadion in Berlin.

Machines
High performance paints producing long-lasting, high
definition lines are only part of the story. Linemark
Global also offers a full range of equipment designed
to meet the requirements of a small club with one
or two pitches up to complexes hosting fifty or more
sports fields.
Consistent with our ethos, all our machines have simplicity
at their heart, designed with the user in mind.

IGO MINI

IGO DE LUXE

The IGO MINI is a highly
convenient solution for an
institution with a small number
of pitches. It features a “plug and
spray” system for quick and easy
connection to Impact paints.
Lightweight and compact in size,
it generates a consistently high
quality line.

The IGO DE LUXE is the perfect
solution for typical medium to
high volume users. It features a
long-life rechargeable battery, a
solenoid valve for instant paint
cut-off and a disc-lift mechanism
for ease of operation.

IGO RIDE-ON

For high volume users with a
utility vehicle, the IGO RIDE-ON
is frequently selected enabling
the highly eﬃcient marking
of multiple pitches. It features
a retractable arm for ease of
operation and a ski design
allowing the spray head to skim
over uneven surfaces.

“Linemarking is carried out
across the complex using the
Impact System. It’s fast and the
lines last longer.”
Alan Ferguson,
Grounds & Estate Manager,
St. Georges Park
(England national team training ground).

Paint
Natural Grass
All our paints are ready-to-use resulting in a
huge saving in time (set-up, re-fills and clear
up) when compared with dilutable paints.
All the paints featured below offer the same
incredibly high yield - from just 1 litre of paint
per football pitch - and are available in a variety
of colours.

IMPACT

IMPACT is a general purpose
ready-to-use linemarking paint
producing quality sports field
markings.

Synthetic Grass and Hard
Surface Applications
In addition to natural grass, we have also
brought innovation to ready-to-use paints for
synthetic grass and hard surface applications.
These are available in the full range of colours
and are formulated to either be permanent
or removable.

IMPACT XP

IMPACT i-LINE

IMPACT XP is a Queen’s Award
winning ready-to-use linemarking
paint, producing high quality
sports field markings. It is
engineered to be whiter, brighter
and longer lasting than paints
requiring dilution.

IMPACT i-LINE is a very recent
development and is the ultimate
choice where the quality of the
line is the primary consideration. It
utilises optical brighteners resulting
in enhanced reflectiveness on the
grass and improved durability.

Linemark Global

“Our lines are marked out with
lmpact XP paint. It provides
very bright white lines that
last even after periods of heavy
rainfall. Also the paint does not
‘shadow’ and produces a very
professional finish.”
Keith Kent,
Head Groundsman at Twickenham
Stadium (the national stadium for
English rugby).

Put us to the test …we’re always pleased to show how we lead the way when it comes to
quality and convenience at an attractive price.
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brings you high quality, convenient
and cost effective linemarking
solutions. We exclusively offer
ready-to-use paint solutions to our
clients bringing significant savings
in time and effort. In labour costs
alone our customers save an average
of 15 minutes of productive time per
football field when compared with
paints requiring dilution.

